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1)   T H O U S A N D  O A K S  S H O O T I N G  P S Y O P

On 11/7, I was revisiting the Vegas Shooting and its emphasis on 117 coding - and later that night, sure enough, a 

mass shooting occurred in Thousand Oaks CA, one of the safest cities in America. Nice synchronicity, right after  It 

also happened on the eve of the retirement of the sheriff of Ventura County (and we just talked about Ace Ventura 

last issue). What we’re told happened here is that a country & western club was shot up by an ex-marine killing 12 

plus the shooter for 13 dead - the 304th mass shooting in the US in 2018. It’s said that many of the people present 

(upwards of sixty) were also present at the Route 91 Harvest Festival in Vegas, which is quite a common theme of 

crossover victims between these staged events. And now Los Angeles is being smashed by another major wildfire.

 The event on 11/7 happened 1 year 1 month 7 days after Vegas on 10/1/17.                                                

Borderline Bar =117. The shooter named Long =117 or Ian Long =117.  It happened 71 years 1 month after 

founding of CIA, 7 months 11 days after Long’s birthday, and 7 years 11 months after he deployed to Afghanistan.

The Government =1170. Psychological Operation =117. Los Angeles Police Department =117. Central 

Intelligence Agency =117.  Mossad =117.  Dance Club =117. Borderline (a name summoning visions of the 

Mexican Wall on the anniversary of Trump’s election) was fequented by students from Pepperdine University 

=117. And the major tribute synch we find here seems to be for the LA Rams and the upcoming  Super Bowl =117.

Not only is Thousand Oaks the location of the LA Rams’ practice facility, it’s also the home of QB Jared Goff (whose 

birthday comes 11 months 7 days after the shooting). We see this code repeating again with the Rams organization 

as their new stadium currently under construction broke ground on 11/17 (of 2016) and the complex is being called 

the Los Angeles Stadium & Entertainment District =7110.  Rams =1017.  
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This Rams find began by looking up Newbury Park, the shooter’s hometown within the Thousand Oaks city limits -  

which just so happens to be where the wildfire began, the day after the shooting… It was also the hometown of one 

Jamon Brown, a former guard for the LA Rams who was just traded to the Giants (the Giants again) this Halloween; 

exactly one week before the shooting. And it was from there that I discovered about Goff and that the Rams’s frickin 

training complex is approximately four miles from the Borderline Bar & Grill. 

As I did on my blog post I’ll share some of the 117 finds I was reviewing literally an hour before the shooting:

The shooting in Las Vegas Nevada =117 aka Sin City =117 happened a gap-span of 1 year 10 months 17 days 

after the Paris Attacks and the day after the shooting was 10 years 170 days after the Virginia Tech Massacre (the 

third deadliest mass shooting in US history - Vegas the first and Thousand Oaks now tied for 15th).  Police arrived at 

the shooter’s hotel room at 10:17 PM. Mandalay Bay’s second tower has 1117 suites.

• The shooter’s father was a notorious bank robber and prison escapee named Ben Paddock =1170 who died 

on (1+18+98)=117 at the age of 71 years 11 weeks 1 day old; making 1/17 his last full day alive. One of 

the founders of Las Vegas and father of the mega-resort (directly responsible for Mandalay Bay) was Kerkor 

Kerkorian =117 who was born a perfect span of 100 years 117 days before the shooting on 10/1/17 which 

also just so happened to occur when Donald Trump was 71 years 110 days old.

The Barcelona Attack happened in the 1,107th minute of the day and 117 hours after the Charlottesville Attack, as 

well as a perfect 11,107 days after the last Barcelona terror attack, and exactly 701 weeks after the Madrid Bombing. 
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And I want to point out another possible clue here. Remember how the Stoneman Douglas mascot was the EAGLES - 

the same graphic design and all - and the shooting there happened one week after the Philadelphia Eagles won Super 

Bowl LII? Well Ian Long went to Newbury Park High School where their mascot is the PANTHERS. Their QB Cam 

Newton =117 was born 10 months 17 days after the birth of Ian Long. 

It’s currently Week 10/17 with the Panthers beaten by the Steelers (52-21) the day after the Thousand Oaks PsYop. 

And for another point on the Rams the shooting hit when their owner Stan Kroenke was 71 years 101 days old. 

Panther =327.  Ian Long was born on 3/27 (1990).  Panthers =327.  Triplet =327.                                                                                           

We also see that Long was 1310 days old when the Panthers were founded. The final count: 13 dead 10 injured.                                                             

Newton =1031 born on the 131st day of the year.  Ram =131.  Super Bowl =131.  Championship =131.  

Thousand Oaks Borderline Bar and Grill =330.  Thousand Oaks CA =330.  Long =330.  God =330.             

Ian David Long =330.  America =330.  Israel =330.  Fire =1330.  California Highway Patrol =303.              

LAPD =33.  LIII =33.  Goff =33.  Rams’ Steve McVay is the youngest coach in NFL history at age 33.                                    

(The Carolina Panthers will be 303 months old for the SB)

Long became a Marine 10 years 3 months 3 weeks before the shooting.                                                                   

And of course the 33rd prime number is 137.                                                                                                                 

This event occurred 13 months 7 days (or 1 year 37 days) after the Vegas Shooting.

Borderline Bar and Grill =731.  LAPD =137.  Government =137.  The most notable alumni from Pepperdine, as 

it relates to our focus, is Michael Shermer =137 the founder of The Skeptics Society =1137 (who ironically is not 

skeptical at all of any official narrative from the government - such as the cover of the Thousand Oaks Shooting).  

Goff was born on (10+14+19+97) =137.  Country Night =1037.  Ram =137.  Stan Kroenke =137.                                                 

Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum =7310.  Cam Newton =1307.  Kroenke =1037.                                             
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Stephen Craig Paddock =1307.  Central Intelligence Agency =1307.

With football and Long I’m thinking of Howie Long, former Raider and current Fox broadcaster. The two Longs were 

born a gap-span of 11,037 days apart, which is intriguing. Howie’s son Chris Long =1137 won the last Super Bowl 

with the Eagles, and he also won the SB before that with the Patriots (and first signed with the Rams). 

And I’m thinking there’s a clue in the name Thousand Oaks. We’ve been talking a lot about Oakland and both these 

names are based on the Oak tree, which is an integral symbol to the Druids, and is said to help enhance 

manifestation which is the root of magick. Further, the roots of an oak mirror its branches thus making the perfect 

as-above-so-below symbol. And now the fire ritual sparked in Thousand Oaks the day after the shooting… There 

indeed seems to be some powerful magick at work here. But what about the number 1,000? 

In my entire spreadsheet here we have but two hits:  Cameron Jerrell Newton =1000.  LA Rams =1000.          

Hebrew =1000  in Jewish Gematria.  Borderline Bar and Grill =100.  Gemini =100.  Fire =100.

We’ve been talking a lot about twin symbolism lately (throughout the entire existence of the blog, really) and the 

celebrity connection to the Thousand Oaks shooting is Tamera & Tia Mowry, the child actors from the show Sister 

Sister who are of course identical twins. It’s said that their niece was murdered in the shooting. And as we’ll see in 

the next article, the following day (the day the wildfire began near the Borderline) was the death of Wallace 

TRIPLETT (an NFL legend).  And both in Jewish Gematria:  Identical Twins =1330.  Wildfire =1033.

Coming in the wake of Super Bowl LII in the Twin Cities, it’s all quite curious innit.

Borderline Bar and Grill =1102.  Pepperdine =112.  Freemason =112.  Zionist =112.  Wildfire =112.  Ian 

David Long =112.  Ian Long =1112.  The shooting is said to have broke out at 11:20 PM (which is the exact same 

time that police entered the hotel room of Stephen Paddock in Vegas). Super Bowl LIII will be played 1012 days after 

Jared Goff was drafted. This 11/12 will be exactly 70 years 11 months after the Mossad’s founding.
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Knowing how much the Phi sequence of 161/191 is absolutely integral to occult ritual, it’s exciting to see this 

Thousand Oaks shindig happened 1091 days after the Paris Attacks.  

• Thousand Oaks =161.  November Seventh Two Thousand Eighteen =1610.  Mass Shooting =191.   

Thousand Oaks LA =191.  Rams =191.  Jews =191.  Oak =191.  Ventura County =191. 

I’ll take this opportunity to review some of this sequence from the Vegas Shooting. That one happened 191 days 

after another shooting on the Vegas Strip and 191 days before Paddock’s birthday, as well as exactly 1091 months 

after the birth of Paddock’s bank robber father. And remember when we saw the predictive programming in The 

Simpsons episode with Flanders renacting the Texas Tower Shooting, which occurred 10,091 days before the episode.

Lone Wolf =1091.  Stephen Paddock =191.  Mandalay Bay Hotel =191.  Mass Shooting =191.                  

Freemason =191.  Satanism =191.  Harvest =191.  Route Ninety One Harvest Music Festival =191. 

And why the name Woolsey for the fire, I wonder. We see that Woolsey Hall (completed in 1901) is the primary 

auditorium at Yale University, named after the 10th President of Yale, Theodore Woolsey. Skull & Bones 322 arson 

fingerprints, perhaps. And speaking of which, get a load of this gem: Woolsey died age 32,020 days old. PERFECT. 

Identical Twins =322.  Thousand Oaks Los Angeles =3220.

Not to get off onto too much of a tangent here, but Woolsey’s son, Theodore Jr, is listed as having been initiated into 

the Skull & Bones Society in 1872. We also find a R James Woolsey Jr who headed the CIA from 1993 to 1995 under 

the Clinton Administration;  he was 69 years 6 weeks 6 days old when the Woolsey Wildfire began. Hmm, and it also 

happened 9696 days after the birth of Adam Lanza.
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And now the fire that began in Thousand Oaks has leapt the highway and spread to Calabasas and Malibu, forcing 

mass evacuations and torching celebrity mansions. I think of how the name Hollywood is based on the symbolism of 

the holly tree, used in magic wands and wizard staffs as it connects to that rotten center of mind control and 

perception manipulation. And I just looked up the holly symbolism and found this: “The Holly tree is the evergreen 

twin of the oak.” The evergreen twin of the oak! How about that. In Celtic mythology it’s said that while the Oak was 

the controller of the light half of the year, the Holly tree controlled the dark, winter months. The duality of the twin. I 

also read the Druids believed that burning oak would protect them and bring them strength, while purifying the 

atmosphere. And these three concurrent LA wildfires are the most destructive blaze in history. 

Theodore Woolsey Sr died 1,555 months before Super Bowl LIII, so let’s run with this triplet. 

Super Bowl LIII also comes 1505 weeks 5 days after Ian Long’s birth and he died at Borderline, we’re told, a span of  

155 weeks 5 days after the Paris Attacks. The Vegas Shooting happened 550 months 5 days after the book release 

of Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas and 55 weeks 5 days before the Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting.

• We also see that just as Omar Mateen and Adam Lanza were born 5 years 5 months 5 days apart, so too 

were Jared Goff and Cam Newton a day short of being born 5 years 5 months 5 days apart. How interesting; 

both sets born 1983/1984 days apart. Super Bowl LIII is also 555 months after Jackie Robinson died.

I also see that 11,5550 days after the establishment of Yale University was 2 March 2018. 

[We should also point out that Long was 2 years 27 days older than Lanza and 1227 days younger than Mateen; 

just as the Synagogue Shooting was 12 months 27 days after the Vegas Shooting. Our Pi sequence, there.               

The shooting was also 2 months 27 days before Super Bowl LIII.]
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Borderline Bar and Grill =1424.  Wildfire =2424.  Woolsey =1124.  Woolsey Fire =2411.

The shooting happened 242 years 4 months after the birth of America and 4224 days after the Virginia Tech 

Massacre (or 11 years 204 days). It also happened 1240 days after Trump’s campaign began, 2 years 4 months 

after the Pulse Massacre, 402 days after the Vegas Shooting, and 4 months 20 days after Ian Long’s last birthday.  

• Ventura County =204.  Woolsey Fire =204.  Theodore Woolsey =204. Tamera Mowry =204.  Skull 

and Bones =402.  Santa Ana Winds =1240. 

The incident also happened when Jared Goff was 24 years 24 days old, as well as 2 years 4 months 4 weeks 2 days 

after he signed with the Rams - as well as 12 weeks 4 days before Super Bowl LIII on (2+3+19)=24 which is 2 

years 40 weeks after Goff =204 was drafted by the Rams =24.  LA Rams =24.  Goff =24.  Coach McVay born on 

1/24 hired 24 months before the SB. Goff was also born 4 years 200 days after Ian Long.

Country & Western Club =888.  Thousand Oaks =888.  Jared Thomas Goff =888 will be 8880 days old           

the day after Super Bowl LIII. The last fire in Calabasas (4 June 2016) was 888 days before this one.                                  

The shooting also happened 18,888 days after the birth of Kurt Cobain (which will tie into a later article). 

The SB is also 88 days after the shooting and 808 days after groundbreaking for the new Rams stadium.                    

We also see that California Governor Jerry Brown will be 80 years 8 months 8 days old on 12/15/18.                   

And as connects to the next article, Benjamin Netanyahu’s parents were born 888 days apart, and for yet another 

emphasis here, Bibi’s mother died a gap-span of 18,888 days after the birth of Israel.

Satanic Ritual =888.  Donald J Trump =888.  Zionists =888.  The Synagogue of Satan =888 in Satanic 

Gematria. As we saw last issue, the shooter from the Synagogue was born 8880 days after the birth of Israel while 
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Governor Wolf and Trump were born 888 days apart. Whitey Bulger killed 88 months 8 days after his capture. 
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2 )  W A L L A C E  T R I P L E T T  &  T H E  T R I P L E T  T R I C K

Wallace Triplett, the first African-American to be drafted by and play for an NFL team, passed away on 11/8, the day 

the Woolsey Fire sparked making THREE simultaneous out-of-control infernos in California, a TRIPLET as it were of 

some of the nastiest fires ever seen in the state. Looking into his home township of Cheltenham Pennsylvania (a surb 

of Philadelphia) I’m surprised to see that Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu went to high school there, 

along with his older brother Yonatan who was classmates with the aforementioned baseball player Reggie Jackson 

(Oakland A’s Hall-of-Famer). There were THREE Netanyahu brothers. 

We also see that there’s a popular documentary this year called Three Identical Strangers about a set of American 

triplets who were adopted as six-month-old infants by separate families, unaware that each child had brothers. “The 

separations were done as part of an undisclosed scientific ‘nature versus nurture’ twin study, to track the 

development of genetically identical siblings raised in differing circumstances. Combining archival footage, re-enacted 

scenes, and present-day interviews, the documentary reveals how the brothers discovered one another at age 19 and 

thereafter sought to understand the circumstances of their separation.” Curiously the synopsis points out that the 

ethically-questionable experiment was done at the direction of a Jewish adoption agency. 

• A few interesting angles here, but my favourite might be the discovery of Yonatan ‘Yoni’ Netanyahu, an Israel 

Defense Forces commander of an elite commando unit who was killed in action during a hostage rescue in 

1976. I had no idea the Netanyahus grew up in Philly (the original capital of America) but it certainly helps 

make sense of all the myriad synchronicities and tributes we’ve been seeing there as of the past couple years. 

We’ll also talk about the Netanyahu patriarch, Benzion, one of the founding fathers of Revisionist Zionism 

who lobbied the US to support the creation of Israel.

And another ‘first black man’ dies eh, what do you know. Especially with all we’ve been covering in these past issues 

- in particular the Jackie Robinson connections. And if you’ll recall in the ‘Belloq + Melania’ article from Issue #10 

we discussed the 10/8 death of George Taliaferro (#20), the first African-American drafted by an NFL team. The two 

men passed away exactly one month apart. Now let’s see how all this jazz flows together, shall we?
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Yonatan Netanyahu =666.  Walter Kowalczyk =666.  George Taliaferro =666.                                                  

Israeli =696.  Royal =696.  Kowalczyk =696.  Fire Sacrifice =666.  Santa Ana Winds =666. 

Walter Kowalczyk (#14) was another football player who died on 11/7 the day before Triplett (#24) - and of all the 

teams, Kowalczyk began his career in 1958 with the Philadelphia Eagles, ending four years later in Oakland.

• Triplett died 6 years 6 months 9 days after the Netanyahus’ father died. The day before Bibi Netanyahu 

took office for the second time was 666 weeks 6 days after he took office as PM for the first time, a duration 

reminding us that Hitler =666 was born exactly 6666 weeks before Donald Trump took office.

Let’s also remember that Bibi was 69 years 6 days old for the Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting and speaking about 

the colour barrier in American sports, Jackie Robinson died 69 weeks 6 days after Kenny Washington (the first black 

man to sign an NFL contract, with the Rams, as we covered in Issue #12 - the one that saw the Dodgers Muslim 

manager previously work for Boston Consulting; where we now see Benjamin Netanyahu also worked…)

And speaking of which: Jackie Robinson was born 99 years 9 months 9 days before the LA wildfires began.          

Three identical strangers, born 7/12/61, making them 690 months 9 days old for these AFC/NFC Championships.
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While we’re looking deeper into the past history here we see that Benjamin Netanyahu was friends with Donald 

Trump’s father Fred in the 1980s while living in New York as Israeli ambassador to the United Nations. Not hard to 

imagine the backroom dealings that selected and primed The Donald to eventually play his greatest puppet role. And 

we also see that Bibi went to MIT and Harvard, making another Boston connection for that World Series there.

Yonatan Netanyahu died at the age of exactly 30 years 3 months 3 weeks old.       

Yonatan was also born on 13/3 which is 13 weeks 3 days before the birth of Trump and 3 years 31 weeks before 

the birth of Bibi who became Israeli PM on 3/31 which was in turn 3 years 31 days before the death of Papa 

Netanyahu who just so happens to have been born 1303 months 3 days before the Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting.

 Netanyahu =33.  Zionists =33.  Israel =330.  America =330.  Triplet =1333.  Woolsey Fire =1333.                                                         

I was looking for the third coded sibling to the Israel / America twins, like England =33.

We did find a great triplet for the three power centers. In Francis Bacon:  London + Rome + Washington =333.                                                                

Ventura County Sheriff ’s Office =333.  United States Marine Corps =333.                                                    

Triplett =33.  Philadelphia =1133.  Mossad =1133.  USA =133.  Fire =1330.  Long =331.  

God =330.  Cheetahs =330.  I searched ‘triplets’ and found that triplet cheetah cubs were born at a zoo in 

Germany on 10/4 and just made their public debut the day after Triplett died - and Triplett was a legend with the 

Detroit Lions. Jaguars, lions, cheetahs… a lot of big cat stories lately.  Benzion =330.  Three Identical Strangers 

=330 opened 133 days before Triplett died. 

The 33rd prime is 137, again, and the triplets from the film were born exactly 13 years 7 weeks after Israel.
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With the Israeli connection we know that the 113 sequence is one of their main codes:   Druids =113.  Jews =113.  

Likud =113.  Rabbinism =113.  Israel Defense Forces =1103.  Benjamin ‘Bibi’ Netanyahu =1103.  United 

Grand Lodge of England =1113.  Philadelphia PA =113.  Jerusalem =113.  Triplets =113.  

Yonatan was born 113 weeks after Israeli independence and died 113 days after his birthday.                                      

Papa Netanyahu died 3 years 1 month 1 day after Bibi took office.                        

We also see that the Thousand Oaks Shooting on the 311th day of the year happened exactly 1 year 11 months 3 

weeks after groundbreaking on Rams’ new stadium and 1 year 10 weeks 3 days after Mercedes-Benz Stadium 

opened. And true to form, Wallace Triplett died at the age of exactly 1110 months 3 weeks old.

• If we round out then Triplett died age 1110 months old while Taliaferro died exactly 1101 months old. And 

thinking of triplets I’m feeling the emphasis on our triplet coding (333/888) in gematria and dates. And lo 

and behold we have a tripled date here with 11 November 2018 which reduces to 11-11-11. Prime time. 

With these 13s we’re going to have to look at the 131 as well. Walter Kowalczyk died at the age of 1003 months 1 

day old. The triplets from the film were born 13 years 1 month after the birth of Israel. And remember that Jack 

Robinson =131 was born on 1/31 and broke the MLB colour barrier at the age of 10,301 days old.

Zionists =131.  Zionism =131.  Taliaferro =131.  Twin =131.  Wildfires =131.  Netanyahu =131.  God =131 

in Satanic Gematria. Jerusalem =1031. Church of Satan =131. Ram =131.  Benzion =1301.                         

Benjamin Bibi Netanyahu =1301.  Bibi’s mom died on 1/31/00 and Israel was born on the 131st day of the year.
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As a final piece of icing on the cake, on Yonatan’s last full day alive he was exactly 11,070 days old. 

Jackie Robinson was born 7 years 11 months 1 week 1 day before the birth of George Taliaferro and exactly 7 years 

11 weeks before the birth of Wallace Triplett (or a perfect 7 years 77 days). The wildfire that started in Thousand 

Oaks the day after the shooting sparked 1 year 11 months 7 days after the Oakland Ghost Ship Fire.

Philadelphia Pennsylvania =117.  Three Identical Strangers =117.  Israeli =1017.  Triplet =7111.                                                                     

The United States of America =117.  Walter Joseph Kowalczyk =117.  Robinson = 117.  Wildfires =117. 

Adding to the last article’s set, the 11/7 shooting also came a parallel 1110 months 17 days after Queen Elizabeth’s 

birth. United Nations Partition Plan for Palestine =1107 which was adopted a gap-span of 70 years 11 months 1 

week 1 day before the shooting. It should also be noted that on Nov 13 or 14 it will be 110,070 days after the 

founding of the United Grand Lodge of England, so we can assume there’ll be an event in that window.   

 Wallace Triplett =1424.  Borderline Bar and Grill =1424.  Wildfire =2424.  And on the Woolsey Fire wikipedia 

it currently says that the fire began at 2:24 PM which is of course 14:24.

Yonatan also died on the 200th anniversary of the USA or exactly 2400 months later. In a paralell span, the father 

Netanyahu died 2400 weeks after the founding of the Church of Satan. We talked about this sequence in the 

previous article as it pertains to Super Bowl LIII, which we now see comes 1200 months 4 days after the birth of 

Jackie Robinson who died on 10/24. The Woolsey Fire began 2402 weeks after Robinson’s death, as well as another 

synched span of 1110 months 2 weeks 4 days after Queen Elizabeth’s birth.

The United States of America =1042.  Three Identical Strangers =142 premiered exactly 42 weeks before the 

death of Triplett.  Israel =24.  The USA =24.  USA =240.  Benjamin Netanyahu =240. 
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Borderline Bar and Grill =2202.  Thousand Oaks Los Angeles =2022.  California Highway Patrol =2220.  

Three Identical Strangers =2202.  Skull & Bones =2022.  LA Rams =222.  

The new Rams stadium broke ground 2 years 2 months 2 weeks 2 days before Super Bowl LIII and will be hosting 

Super Bowl LVI in 2022. Benjamin Netanyahu’s parents were born 2 years 22 weeks 2 days apart and Yoni was 

born 2 years 2 months 2 days before the birth of Israel. Yoni’s death is marked as the radicalization of Bibi and the 

reason for his hardline stance against terrorism - when promoting terrorism is Netanyahu’s bread and butter. 

And then there’s the whole issue of who/what in the hell is responsible for the staging and orchestration of these 

occult rituals that always seem so perfectly synchronized with symbolism suggesting outcomes of scripted sports. 


